
National Pension Adalat by CCA Gujarat held on 23.08.2019 successfully 

 
On 23.08.2019, national Pension Adalat was held by the CCA Gujarat Ahmedabad at 

11.30 hours in Conference Hall, Dr. Kamal Kapoor, CCA Gujarat conduced proceedings. He 

informed that on date 750 BSNL Pensioners are receiving Pension through Sampann 

Programme and slideshow is arranged for those who are present here and also for 

Associations Representatives o educate them on how the work of Income Tax deduction will 

hereafter will be done by the CCA Office. 

He said that total 58 cases have been received for this Pension Adalat and all have 

been attended to and disposed off with positive outlook. 19 Pensioners were present to 

represent their case. BDPA (INDIA) has submitted total 14 Cases. S/Shri D.D. Mistry GS and 

R.C. Sharma Treasurer were present in the Adalat. S/Shri Ashok B. Thakkar and Shivpujan 

Prajapati, District Secretaries Vadodara and Valsad District were also present. 

On the issue of Pensioner not  viewing his Pension Details on Sampann Web, he 

clarified that the Pensioner is using old version and as such the difficulty was arose. 

Three Family Pension Cases were assured to be examined. In a case rejected by 

GMTD Kheda, a report has called for as the order is not speaking-one and mere unanimous 

rejection cannot be considered suffice. 

He said that on date 35 Pensioners who are receiving Provisional Pension. Further 

elaborating on the issue delay due to not receipt of “V.C.” by the Pensioners, he advised the 

Pensioners to wait for sometime more till Presidential Order is received so that work of 

issuing revised PPO can be avoided.   

He said that the orders for revision of Pension on receipt of new concord table for the 

Pensioners who retired before 01.01.2006, the orders were received on 09.07.2019 and they 

are being attended to swiftly. Those Pensioners who have represented their cases have been 

attended to and action taken. There are 466 cases pending and 100 have been done. Normally 

15 cases are attended per day and backlog will be cleared by the end of Septmber, 2019 

probably. The Persons who know that on implementation of new order; there will be no 

change on account of this order should not represent their case in the Adalat for the sake of 

representation multiplying the work avoidably.  

There were no representatives from the Office of the C.G.M. or any SSA. 

The Adalat was conducted in most democratic manner giving space to the aggrieved 

pensioners to vent their feelings and represent their case and sentiments as well. 

BDPA (INDIA) conveys thanks to Dr. Kamal Kapoor, CCA and his Team for 

conducted the Adalat very successfully. 


